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Where the Mountain Meets the Moon 
Grace Lin 

1. What did Minli’s name mean? 
Quick Thinking 

2. What did Minli buy with one of her copper coins and why? 
She bought a goldfish from a traveler to bring gold to her home. 

3. What did the Old Man of the Moon do to each person as they were born? 
He tied a red thread to the ankle of those who will meet in the future. 

4. What happened when Minli put her goldfish in the river? 
He began to talk to her and said that since she freed him, he would tell her how to get to the 
Never-ending Mountain to find the Old Man of the Moon. 

5. Why did Minli want to see the Old Man of the Moon? 
To sask how she could change her family’s fortune 

6. What did Minli make when she rubbed the needle with the stone and then put it on a piece of 
bamboo that was floating in the rice bowl? 
A compass 

7. Who does Minli help escape from being tied up? 
A dragon who cannot fly 

8. Why was the lake the dragon was in salty? 
It was a lake of the dragon’s tears. 

9. How did Minli trick the monkeys that guarded the peach trees? 
She made a pot of rice and then wrapped it in fish net.  The monkeys could slip their hands 
through the net when empty but not when holding a handful of rice.  Since they were greedy, 
they didn’t want to drop the rice so they were trapped in the net.  Minli and the dragon could 
then pass. 

10. What does passing through the Dragon’s Gate do to the fish? 
It transforms a fish into a dragon. 

11. What was only born by a king or an emperor? 
A Golden Dragon 

12. What was Minli supposed to ask the king for at the City of Bright Moonlight? 
A borrowed line 

13. What job does the friend of Buffalo Boy do for her grandfather? 
She weaves and spins thread. 

14. What did the street beggar do after he ate the peach that Minli bought for him? 
He planted it, watered it, and magically grew it.  It was full of ripe peaches that he gave to all 
who were watching. 

15. What did Minli notice when she pulled on the sleeve of the beggar? 
That he wore a gold bracelet in the form of a dragon – she guessed he was the king. 

16. Why was the city named “City of Bright Moonlight”? 
The writing on the page ripped from the book of fortunes could only be read by moonlight. 
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17. What was the “borrowed line” that was given to Minli? 
The line of writing on the page that was “borrowed” from the book of fortune.  The line seemed 
to change based on the situation. 

18. Who were the Guardians of the City? 
The stone lion statues that stood at the city gate. 

19. What was the borrowed line that was given to the dragon? 
A red thread that had been given to the lion statues by the Old Man of the Moon to help the 
lions keep the kingdom from cracking. 

20. What did Ba think the repeated word was on the lost paper of happiness? 
Faith 

21. Why did the dragon become so ill when he was scratched by the Green Tiger? 
His claws and teeth held poison. 

22. How did the twins trick the Green Tiger and get rid of him? 
They told the tiger that his son had taken one of the twins and left the other one for the Green 
Tiger out of pity.  The little girl twin then led him to an old well and told the tiger that his son 
was in there making fun of him.  In anger, the tiger jumped into the well and was gone. 

23. What rained on the town of Moon Rain every night the moon shown? 
Seeds that planted and grew immediately into beautiful flowering trees. 

24. How did Minli make a kite to send the message to Old Man of the Moon? 
She took the borrowed lines – book page and the red string – and attached them to her 
chopsticks. 

25. What was magical about the red string when attached to the kite? 
It never seemed to end and then it turned into a bridge. 

26. What word did Minli read when she was finally asked to meet the Man of the Moon? 
Thankfulness 

27. What was the ball that Minli removed from the dragon to allow him to fly? 
It was the dragon’s past. 

28. What happened to Fruitless Mountain when the dragon returned? 
Since he was a son of the Jade Dragon, Jade Dragon was finally happy and prosperity returned 
to the village. 


